
11th - 12th

(COMMERCE & HUMANITY)
CBSE, GSEB & ICSE



Devam's Munimji is an Educational Group dealing in teaching, 
training and placement through its various arms. It is one stop 
solution for all your needs in commerce field.

At school level in 11th and 12th standard we develop young mind 
to generate aptitude to think bigger, longer and out of box. Team 
at Devam's Munimji is blend of young &experienced faculties, 
very passionate about teaching. 

About DEVAM’S MUNIMJI



28+
Board 

Rankers

300+
Students scored 
100 Marks in 
Accountancy

350+
Students scored 
100 Marks in 

Statistics

3500+
Students Taught
In 11th & 12th



Our Strength
Expert and Experienced Faculty Members

100% result since last 20 years

Access to Recorded lectures through out the Year 
Year yearOnline-Offline Lecture Options

Positive, Stress free, Learning Environment 

Communication with parents about progress

Connect through mobile application

of student on a regular basis

Personal Attention to each student

Own Study Materials 

Complete Career Guidance and Counseling 



Accounting 
Stats - Economics 
Commerce 

Accountancy
Statistics 
Economics
Business Studies / O.C.M
English

GSEB ISCCBSE
Accountancy 
Stats –Economics
Business Studies
Legal Studies

COURSE DETAILS (11th & 12th)

IGCSE As & A Level IGCSE
Accounting 



Pranav Shah is having a Masters in Finance and Banking. 
He has also completed many certifications such as CA 
Foundation, CFA, software engineering etc. His sound 
academic background along with 15+ years of rich 
academic experience have blessed him with keen 
understanding of student's need, resulting in him 
developing a student specific result oriented pedagogy. He 
is also a prolific writer. He is author of many books of 
accounts & statistics published by reputed publishers such 
as B.S Shah, M. Jayant, etc. He has been teaching students 
for more than 15 years and had been associated with 
Swastik school as " Principal - In charge." and Ahmadabad 
International School. Despite his busy schedule, he devotes 
his time for social work and philanthropy. He has rightly 
earned his reputation as an able leader and highly admired 
teacher.

About
Pranav Shah

CA Hardik Shah entered the field of academics and teaching in the year 2000 and has 
been excelling in it ever since.  Under the banner of Devam Group Tuitions, he became 
a pioneer in BBA & B.Com tuitions in Ahmedabad 21 years ago and expanded further 
to coach students of 11th & 12th.

He shares an amazing rapport with his students and unconditional guidance, support 
and motivation provided by him is immeasurable and ever-lasting!

More than 7000 students have been facilitated under him and 200+ students have been 
secured university ranks. He adopts a holistic approach in his methods of teaching and 
inculcates real life applications which bring a lot of brain storming and curious 
discussions in his classroom. He is a qualified CA and pursuing PHD in commerce 
from GLS University.

Moreover, he is an Ex National Hockey player, Olympic Triathlon finisher and a 
Distance Runner, having completed 2 full marathons officially and more than 10 half 
marathons.
This varsity is also extended to his students which results in overall development and 
proficiency in today's youth

About
Hardik Shah



Khyati J. Dalal
MCOM, PGDFM

16 years in the field of Financial Management ,
Cost accounting & Management accounting

Teaching Experience

Received KULPATI award from Bhavan’s HBICM in PGDFM course.
Completed Arangetram and creative courses of Indian classical dance
form.

Achievement

Rajesh V. Gidwani

BCOM, CA Inter

13 years in the field of Mathematics and 
Statistics 

Teaching Experience

Darshan Shah

M.com, L.D.P, D.IRP, LLM

6 years in the field of Economics and Law
Teaching Experience

1st rank in diploma IPR, 2nd rank in Diploma labour law, 
2nd rank in IIM in Sem-4. 

Achievement

Vinita Soni

M.A. in English, B.Ed.

12 years of teaching
Teaching Experience

Yamini Thakkar

MCOM , Inter CS, PGDFM.

4 years in teaching Accounts, Finance and Taxation
Teaching Experience

Achievements
2 Ranks in Center & 7 University Ranks In UG & PG

OUR TEAM



Nitya Kaka 

(12th CBSE) Udgam

Testimonials

Devam’s Munimji is definitely one the best tution
classes I've been to. Studying a completely new
subject (accounts) that too in an online mode of
learning seemed a little scary; but Hardik sir made
everything feel so easy. The class atmosphere is very
friendly and comfortable. The weekly tests,
homework and unlimited doubt solving has helped
me score an amazing result! thank you so much sir:)

Teaching pattern at Devam’s Munimji is absolutely
phenomenal. Teaching faculties are very supportive
and interactive. The faculty doesn’t just focus on
textual definitions but instead lays greater emphasis
on real life examples which helped me immensely to
understand the concepts. I’ve improved
astronomically in my academics and I’d like to thank
the inquisitive nature of my tutors. Weekly tests and
Vivas helped me focus and not get distracted even
during covid times. Apart from academics I also
gained real life knowledge which is necessary for
everyone’s overall character development.

It is my pleasure to strongly recommend Hardik Sir
as an accountancy teacher. He goes the extra mile to
explain and recap content in thorough detail in every
tutorial. I appreciate the countless videos that he
mails us if we have not attended any class due to
some reason. He has a great teaching style as he uses
different sources and combines them into a
simplified version which helps us in easier digestion
of knowledge. He makes lessons as comprehensive
as possible and brings in a lot of examples. He is a
committed educator and will make a huge
contribution in a student’s life

Swayam Shah 

(11th CBSE) Udgam

Heli Bhavsar

(11th cbse) Udgam



Testimonials

Choosing to study with Devam’s Munimji was one of
the best decisions I had taken. As I had studied in
private tuition till 10th, deciding to study in group
tuition was a bit tough, but Pranav sir made sure that
I had no problem in adapting it. Studying with this
spectacular faculty has made me seen a rise in my
self confidence and in my grades. They made the
understanding of the theoretical subjects so easy, that
along with Accounts and Statistics, I have started
liking BA and Economics too. All the tutors are so
loving, hard working and enthusiastic that it
encourages me to challenge myself and to break
records of the old me. I will always be thankful to
this institute for giving me new friends, new me and
for showing me the path for my bright future.

Devam’s munimji has drastically changed me in a
better way. It gave me confidence and also made me
believe in myself. Pranav sir has drastically changed
my attitude for studies, Hardik sir and pranav sir are
the ones who made me believe in my capabilities.
The exams conducted in the academy made me
realise my mistakes and even increase my
competitiveness. All over I am a positively changed
human being after entering Devam Munimji. All the
tutors are very well- qualified who are extremely
supportive and enthusiastic. Here we don't dream
about our goals, we aim at it and we achieve it.
.

Yashika R. Kabra

(XII GSEB) Swastik

Tamanna Singh M. Vaghela. 

(XII GSEB) AIS

I am glad to be student of Devam’s Munimji, a 
million thanks to you. It is because of your 
guidance and unique style of teaching, I feel very 
confident in such important subject like accounts. 
No doubt, it is all above your effort on each and 
every student to make them remain active in the 
classroom.  Your methods of teaching with real-
time examples makes difficult topics simple to 
understand. You explain every concept in-detail to 
ensure subjects clarity completely. With your rich 
experience, talent, unique teaching methodology, 
note and study material, I must appreciate that it 
will not only lead in scoring high marks but also in 
building real foundation of a commerce student for 
all his future and practical life ahead. Once again, I 
would like to thank you and Devam’s Munimji‘s all 
teachers for everything that they have done for me.

Palak Laddha

(XII CBSE) Udgam



CA HARDIK SHAH : 98259 40610 PRANAV SHAH : 98252 96334

VIJAY CROSS ROAD

401,404 Akshar Arcade,
Above Grand Dinner Bell Restautant ,
Opposite Memnagar Fire Station,
Navrangpura, Ahmedabad.

VASTRAPUR

401, Primate Complex,
Opp. Mother Milk Palace,
Nr, . Gormoh Restautant,
Judges Bunglows Cross Road,
Ahmedabad.


